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Reviewer's report:

I have reviewed the manuscript titled "Harnessing repeated measurements of predictor variables for clinical risk prediction: A review of existing methods". This manuscript is well planned and presented by authors. However, there are following points that required clarification from authors;

As title of this review suggests that it is a review of existing method. So being a reader you expect all key features (such as available methods, sample size, validation methods etc.) of clinical prediction models. However, this article has only focused on the available frameworks. Other aspects either overlooked or left for future research. Being a reader, I may be over expecting to provide each and every information in just one article. However, a brief description for each key feature is expected with some good citations so readers can get some further useful information.

Authors have also considered machine learning (ML) models as one of the classification. However, no specific search terms were used to find ML models related to longitudinal data. For example, random forest for survival (FR-S), CForest, and Rangers etc. So, in my opinion, ML longitudinal models terminology should have been used in key words to find appropriate articles. Following references may be useful for time-to-event data;

Inclusion Criteria Set B, point 2 says at least one predictor is used for abstracts and full-texts screening. However, at least two predictors should be considered to form a multivariable risk prediction model.

As model validation is an important part of any clinical risk prediction model. Therefore, authors should also consider one more table showing common methods for model validation (i.e. discrimination and calibration) for each framework. Readers of this article would like to know this info in addition to the available frameworks.
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